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You ignore my letters of complaint in my case OTC-Cr- 407/07

Addressed to:
President of Court Philippe Kirsch
Prosecuter Luis Moreno-Ocampo
Prosecuter Fatou Bensouda
Registar

You ignore my letters of complaint send to you on 8 februari 2008 & 16 march 2008.
This implies that you  don't care for me or any other person on planet Earth.
You torture me and want to torture me...until I die.
You want ICC to be  'a usless court of law for victums,  a toy in your hands on the political-playfield'.
You work as if you are a corrupt political party, instead of the highest criminal court on Earth. 
Wars - and people being tortured & killed - are toys to you too. 

EU & UN Ban ki moon , UN secreteriat & UNHCHR refuse to investigate on your criminal behavior in my 
life and file. Result: UN & ICC are together the most powerful dictators on Earth, ignoring all legal 
obligations one can find on this planet. 

'You must feel a proud man/woman now you have the freedom to be a dictator with a legal system as 
back up, responsible for more deaths than Hitler ever caused. Hitler killed 6 million individuals. 
Over the past years you have already killed more than 6 million person with all your lies & 
manipualtions ...and...obviously you enjoy to kill a few million more'. 

I can't stop you.   Only ICC-judges can.
But I publish this letter on my site, so civilians and  'true terrorists' will read it...
Of course, I do want them to work with NLFs instead of weapons. But when they can't cope, I do 
understand what caused their violent behavior.  2 Of the most powerful people on Earth - working in the 
highest court of law - want to be dictators until they get their pension.

I have to pay you with my life and the lives of my kids. I think you very much enjoy to damage & destroy 
human bodies.  But, to torture & kill victums is not satisfying enough for you, therefore  'you ask the 
coöperation of INTERPOL to arrest war-criminals'. 
Result: due to all your lies about statemembers, manipulations with evidence brought to OTP by lawless 
people/ victums...you have now the opportunity to kill even police-officers....Who's next?

Do you want to be assasinated?
 
I want you to respond to my letters of complaint by return mail.
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